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Technical Information 
Date:  12.08.2021 
Official:  Heckl 
Department:  BT-FIR/MKP3 

 

Tech. Information No.  2389 / 2021 

Subject: New AVENAR panel and FPA-5000 firmware 3.4.0 and FSP-5000-RPS 5.5.7 

 

Short Description: Final FPA-5000, FPA-1200 and FMR-5000 supported panel FW version. 

Introduction of importing WinPara files into RPS to allow efficient migration of 
legacy panels. 

 

Hardware   Device  Module  PCBA 

Software   Application  Driver / Extension  Firmware 

 

Affected Products (details) CTN SAP no. Aff. version New version 

FPA-5000 & FPA-1200 

Main Panel Controller 

MPC-xxxx-C 

MPC-xxxx-B 

FPA-1200-MPC-C  

FPA-1200-MPC 

all languages 

 

3.3.1 3.4.0 

AVENAR panel 2000 

Panel controller 

FPE-2000-SPC  F.01U.327.091 3.3.1 3.4.0 

FPE-2000-PPC F.01U.352.443 3.3.1 3.4.0 

AVENAR panel 8000 

Panel controller 

FPE-8000-SPC  F.01U.327.090 3.3.1 3.4.0 

FPE-8000-PPC  F.01U.352.441 3.3.1 3.4.0 

Remote Keypad FMR-5000  

FMR-5000-C 

all languages 3.3.1 3.4.0 

AVENAR keypad 8000 FPE-8000-FMR  F.01U.327.092 3.3.1 3.4.0 

Remote Programming SW FSP-5000-RPS F.01U.005.615 5.4.12 5.5.7 

FPA-5000-OPC Server FPA-5000-OPC  2.0.16 2.0.16 

FPA-5000-FSI SDK FSM-5000-FSI  2.0.16 2.0.16 

 

Number of delivered devices  

Period of delivery  from:  to:  

Affected serial numbers from: to: 

 
 

Priority Level Criterion 

I  The change has to be made immediately (see dates below) 

II  The change has to be made during the next inspection. 

III  Change has to be made, if the error pattern recurs and with new installations.  

None  General Information (like new tool, new feature, new SW release) 

 

Action Plan 

 Inform customers 

 Arrange re-work of stock (CSO) 

 Arrange re-work of stock (customer) 

 Arrange re-work of installed products 
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 See detailed actions on following pages 

 
 
 
 

Start Date  Completion Date       

New Features: 

New features panel firmware: 
 

- Introduction of Panel FW 3.4  
- Support of IFAM system 4000 FW version 01.01.28.02 

 
New features FSP-5000-RPS: 
 

- WinPara configuration of BZ500, UEZ2000 and UGM2020 possible to import basic data to RPS. 
Legacy systems BZ500, UEZ2000 and UGM2020 fire detection systems are being exchanged to 
state of the art AVENAR panel. The configuration data of BZ500/UEZ2000/UGM2020 systems are 
only possible to be opened by WinPara. AVENAR panel configurations are being setup by RPS. 
Now it is possible to import WinPara configs easily in RPS in order to reduce the manual effect to 
create a completely new configuration 

- Private secure network changed to Effilink including all needed default settings 
The naming “private secure network” is now called Effilink. By selecting Effilink in the dropdown 
menu all default settings to set up the remote connection are chosen in order to make the remote 
connection easier to configure. 

- Enable allowed administrations for control, HVAC and extinguishing interface (Önorm F3000 
Austria) 
Now is it possible to enable and disable all allowed administrations for each device type to 
customize the settings for block, bypass, silence and drill. In the past for the three mentioned, it 
wasn’t selectable 

- Renaming Sounders to Signaling device for filtering LSN elements in order to have FNX-425U 
available to select 
To ease the search for the correct LSN device to be added to the loop, the filtering option has been 
improved to include the newest LSN device in our portfolio (FNX-425U) 

- FNM-420V: Renaming voice messages S21->S24 from Italian to Polish 
The messages programmed into the FNM-420V HW itself has been recently updated, where the 
Italian messages have been replaced by Polish. Now also RPS has been adapted too. 

 

Removed features: 

- Possibility to configure NAK100 for account version 3.1 and above in RPS 

Possibility to configure BCM Module (A version) for account version 3.1 and above in RPS  

 

Known issues: 

- The unique identifier (S/N) printed on the AVENAR all-in-one 4000 is a hexadecimal value. The 

unique identifier is displayed on the Panel UI and in RPS as a decimal value. Therefore, a 

conversion from HEX to DEC is required. 

- Extending AVENAR all-in-one 4000 (FNX-425U) strobe group activation (TI 2364/2021) 

- Connect remote services to redundant panels (TI 2366/2021) 

- Adding wireless detectors to FK100 (TSEMEA-18025) 

 

Important information: 

- When assigning MTS addresses for panel controllers, please take into consideration that each 
AVENAR panel has 4 addresses and each FPA panel has 3 addresses. 
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Solved issues: 

Correction and Technical Improvements panel FW: 
- Fixed defect: Czech and Slovakian word "Fire" should be displayed correctly on the panel MMI 
- Fixed defect: Direct Connection Password (RPS) Not Accepted After Configuring to Default 
- Fixed defect: Temporary Lost Connection to Radio Devices (TSEMEA-17450) 
- Fixed defect: Intermediate Alarm Storage - Unable to reset Detector (TSEMEA-17130) 
- Fixed defect: Smart Safety Link generates Fault Module 138 
- Fixed defect: No trouble is shown on panel when on LSN module the yellow LED is permanently on 
- Fixed defect: Entering AiO diagnostics screen causes RFB-server error 

 
Correction and Technical Improvements FSP-5000-RPS: 
 

- Improvements LSN loop export/import for XML format 
- Improvement of consistency check for LSN bus address 
- Improvement of consistency check to validate LSN limits 
- Fixed defect: When MTS Addresses overlap no warning was given 
- Fixed defect: Error message occurred when importing an AVENAR panel 2000 configuration from 

another configuration file 
- Fixed defect: SW resolution changes when display resolution is scaled other than 100% 
- Fixed defect: Not possible to add FNX-425U in T-tap (TI 2364/2021) 
- Fixed defect: Backup XML file invalid 
- Fixed defect: FLM-420-O8I2-S Auto numbering shows error dialogue  
- Fixed defect: Label that appears when hovering FNX425U tree node 
- Fixed defect: Created template for the control of transmission unit couldn't be inserted (TSEMEA-

17224) 
- Fixed defect: MTS address transmission error (TSEMEA-17652) 
- Fixed defect: Individual NAC rules for FNS-420-R (TSEMEA-17793) 
- Fixed defect: RamV fault when selecting Net interface - CAN in Czech language (TSEMEA-17772) 
- Fixed defect: Czech language not possible to auto correct missing rights (TSEMEA-17745) 
- Fixed defect: Unable to move multiple LSN elements to another LSN loop within the same panel 

(TSEMEA-17543) 
- Fixed defect: Use port isn't marked for port 3 and 4 when downloading configuration from panel 

(TSEMEA-17752) 
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Notes: 

- Panel FW 3.4 is the last version where FPA-5000, FPA-1200, FMR-5000, AVENAR panel 2000, AVENAR 
8000 and AVENAR keypad 8000 are networkable with each other.  
From next version (4.x) onwards panel networks containing AVENAR panel 2000, AVENAR panel 8000 
and AVENAR keypad 8000 are supported.  
No further feature development will take place for FPA-1200, FPA-5000 and FMR-5000 from now on, as 
Bosch announced the systems to be end of life in 2021. Only in case of important topics a bugfix release 
for FPA-5000 and FPA-1200 will be released. 
 
- By releasing the WinPara import feature now, Bosch will stop sharing WinPara releases older than 4.82. 
WinPara 4.82 will be available until mid of 2022 on EMEA Extranet 
https://www.boschsecurity.com/xc/en/extranet/fire-alarm-systems/. 
 
- MPC FPA-5000/1200 and AVENAR panel 8000/2000 firmware V3.4.0 is compatible with OPC server 
2.0.16 
 
- MPC FPA-5000/1200 and AVENAR panel 8000/2000 firmware V3.4.0 is compatible with FSI-lib 2.0.16 
 
- MPC FPA-5000/1200 and AVENAR panel 8000/2000 firmware V3.4.0 is compatible with FAT2002 
V4.24.12.79 
 
- MPC FPA-5000/1200 and AVENAR panel 8000/2000 firmware V3.4.0 is compatible with IFAM system 
4000 V01.01.28.02 
 
- OPC/FSI 2.0.16 are supported by the following Windows operating systems: 

- Windows 8.1 (32 bit and 64 bit) 
  As Microsoft ends the support, OPC/FSI will also finish supporting Windows 8.1 mid 2022.  
  Please update your operation system in due time in order to keep using the latest OPC/FSI  
  version 
- Windows 10 (64 bit) (version 1809) 
- Windows 2012 Server (64 bit) 
- Windows 2012 Server R2 (64 bit) 
- Windows Server 2016 (64 bit) 
- Windows Server 2019 (64 bit) 
 

- FSP-5000-RPS V5.5.7 is supported by the following Windows operation systems: 
- Windows 8.1 (32 bit and 64 bit).  
  As Microsoft ends the support, RPS will also finish supporting Windows 8.1 mid 2022.  
  Please update your operation system in due time in order to keep using the latest RPS version 
- Windows 10 (32 bit) 
- Windows 10 (64 bit) (version 1809) 
- Windows 10 (64 bit) (version 1903) 
 

- Download all technical bulletins (TIs) and released firmware and software from the ‘ST-FIR Tech Support’ 
SharePoint (registered users only) or EMEA Extranet https://www.boschsecurity.com/xc/en/extranet/fire-
alarm-systems/ 
 
- When sending panel firmware and/or RPS software to customers ALWAYS make sure you send the 
complete .zip due to legal compliancy! This means never send single files from those zip archives and 
never rename the .zip! 

 

Attachment(s) 

Documentation WinPara import 

 

BU Manager Thomas Knauel Clerk in Charge: Michael Heckl 
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